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“Laced with humor and a sense of place that oozes the aroma of magnolia blossoms.”
—Atlanta Journal-Constitution

“[A] Southern-fried romp.”
—Entertainment Weekly

Whether it’s a mystery, sassy women’s fiction, or a combination of the two, New York Times bestseller Mary
Kay Andrews always gives her fans a read to remember. And now she’s throwing a Hissy Fit, in the best
possible sense. A delicious tale of revenge and renovation, Hissy Fit tells of a wronged spitfire who’s
determined to see that the no-good lowdown, lying, cheating varmint of an ex-fiancé who ruined her life and
her business gets the comeuppance he so richly deserves…even as she struggles to revitalize a broken-down
antebellum mansion for a hunky, if slightly odd, local businessman. If you like the novels of Fannie Flagg,
Jennifer Crusie, Adriana Trigiani, and Emily Giffin, or are a devoted follower of Rebecca Wells or Jill
Conner Browne’s Sweet Potato Queens, then Mary Kay’s Hissy Fit is not to be missed.
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From reader reviews:

Darlene Trevino:

Book will be written, printed, or illustrated for everything. You can realize everything you want by a reserve.
Book has a different type. As it is known to us that book is important issue to bring us around the world.
Close to that you can your reading skill was fluently. A guide Hissy Fit will make you to end up being
smarter. You can feel far more confidence if you can know about every thing. But some of you think that
will open or reading any book make you bored. It is not make you fun. Why they could be thought like that?
Have you looking for best book or suitable book with you?

Jeffrey Smith:

Beside this kind of Hissy Fit in your phone, it may give you a way to get more close to the new knowledge
or data. The information and the knowledge you may got here is fresh from your oven so don't be worry if
you feel like an previous people live in narrow community. It is good thing to have Hissy Fit because this
book offers to you personally readable information. Do you at times have book but you don't get what it's
facts concerning. Oh come on, that will not end up to happen if you have this in your hand. The Enjoyable
arrangement here cannot be questionable, like treasuring beautiful island. Techniques you still want to miss
this? Find this book in addition to read it from currently!

Fidel Auxier:

Is it you who having spare time then spend it whole day by simply watching television programs or just
resting on the bed? Do you need something new? This Hissy Fit can be the response, oh how comes? A fresh
book you know. You are therefore out of date, spending your time by reading in this brand-new era is
common not a geek activity. So what these ebooks have than the others?

Benjamin Munk:

Don't be worry should you be afraid that this book can filled the space in your house, you can have it in e-
book technique, more simple and reachable. This Hissy Fit can give you a lot of buddies because by you
checking out this one book you have matter that they don't and make you actually more like an interesting
person. This specific book can be one of one step for you to get success. This reserve offer you information
that might be your friend doesn't learn, by knowing more than some other make you to be great individuals.
So , why hesitate? Let me have Hissy Fit.
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